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Reviewer's report:

Overall, the author’s response to reviewers was satisfactory.

Discretionary Revisions

1. Background
The authors presented their hypothesis why they chose to study simultaneously C. difficile and S. aureus in the author’s response letter. I strongly recommend including this hypothesis in the Background text to be more suitable to the readers to understand the proposal of the study.

“The selection of surfaces to be investigated for contamination was based on data presented in previous studies” Please include the references for these studies.

No information was offered regarding the topography of patients sampling for colonization (anterior nares swabs?), as well the positivity rates. Since the sensibility of the swabs can vary for different topography this information is essential. The lack of information regarding how many patients was screened for MRSA colonization assessment is one of the weakness of the study.

4. Discussion
Probably the high overall prevalence of Hospital C was due to the high
prevalence found only in the 2nd visit and may not represent the endemic scenery of this hospital environment. The prevalence of 53.1% of MRSA in Hospital C at the 2nd visit showed that something different occurred during that period. However, the comments from the authors (page 17) on the visitor’s behavior and hospital staff speculation can be misleading. I strongly recommend not including comments that are not under strict scientific methods of observation and analysis. It should be pointed out that the MRSA Spa type predominant in the environment in the Hospital C was not found in any patients. This phenomenon is more likely to be related to low sensitivity of patient’s data sampling during the period than to any other situation.

I suggest choose the use of “overall prevalence” instead of “crude prevalence” in the whole text.
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